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Abstract: With the continuous development of blockchain technology and economy, blockchain
applications have been well developed in multiple key areas. The demand for interoperability
between different blockchains is also increasing. Cross-chain protocol has become a major approach
to solve cross-chain problems by defining a series of cross-chain processes and standards. In response
to the problems of long transaction time, high transaction costs, and high degree of centralization in
most cross-chain protocols, this paper proposes a three-stage cross-chain protocol based on transaction
notary groups and verification notary groups. Without increasing transaction costs and transaction
time, the centralization problem of notary mechanism cross-chain technology is solved, realizing
secure and fast interaction between different blockchains. Experimental results show that as long as
malicious nodes in the notary group do not exceed one-third, the three-stage cross-chain protocol can
effectively ensure the security of cross-chain transactions and solve the centralization problem.

Keywords: interoperability; blockchain; cross-chain; cross-chain protocol; notary group

1. Introduction

In 2022, the global blockchain technology market reached 11.14 billion [1] and is
expected to grow from 17.57 billion in 2023 to 469.49 billion in 2030, of which the financial
sector [2] accounted for 31.5% as the largest application field. In addition to the financial
sector, blockchain technology is also widely used in other fields such as supply chain [3],
intelligent healthcare [4], Internet of Things [5], and energy trading [6]. The blockchain
application and underlying technology platform are currently in a state of great diversity,
but most mainstream blockchain applications still consist of independent, vertical closed
systems. There is a lack of a unified interconnection mechanism between chains which
leads to the phenomenon of ‘value islands’ between systems. This greatly limits the
flow of digital value on the blockchain. Blockchain cross-chain technology can break
the ‘value island’ between different blockchain systems and achieve interoperability and
multi-integration between chains, which has become the focus of the current blockchain
technology research field.

With the development of cross-chain technology, cross-chain protocols have become
an effective way to solve the problem of cross-chain communication in blockchain [7].
Cross-chain protocols can be classified into three categories based on the underlying cross-
chain mechanism: cross-chain protocols based on hash locking mechanisms [8], cross-chain
protocols based on sidechain/relay mechanisms [9,10], and cross-chain protocols based
on notary mechanisms [11]. While these three categories of cross-chain protocols solve
specific challenges, they also face many shortcomings. Cross-chain protocols based on
the hash-locking mechanism have long overall transaction times and limited application
scenarios. For example, Komodo’s atomic swap protocol can exchange small transactions
through simple and fast steps [12]. However, for large transactions, users still need to
wait for a long time, especially when many users are using the protocol simultaneously,
which may result in network congestion and delays. Cross-chain protocols based on
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the sidechain/relay mechanism have good scalability but are difficult to implement. For
example, IBC (Cosmos) [13], XCMP (Polkadot) [14], and IBTP (BitXHub) [15] support access
to different heterogeneous chains but have high transaction costs, implementation difficulty,
and require a lot of resources to support. Cross-chain protocols based on the notary
mechanism have the advantages of fast transaction speed and easy implementation, but
they rely too much on the honesty of a single notary node, resulting in high centralization.
Therefore, if the centralization problem in the current notary mechanism can be solved
and the dependence on a single trusted node can be eliminated, it may become possible to
achieve higher efficiency and better cost-effectiveness in cross-chain interoperability.

This article proposes a three-stage cross-chain protocol based on a group of notary
nodes, aiming to solve the centralization problem in the existing notary mechanism. The
protocol adopts an improved PageRank ranking algorithm [16] to improve the notary
election strategy, evaluate each node’s performance from multiple dimensions, and com-
prehensively elect a transaction notary group responsible for transaction work and a
verification notary group responsible for verification and supervision work. At the same
time, the protocol meticulously designs the entire cross-chain transaction into three stages:
pre- transaction stage, transaction stage, and confirmation stage, and uses a decentralized
threshold digital signature algorithm [17] to be responsible for data authentication and
security.

The main contributions and innovations of this paper are as follows:

• Based on an improved PageRank notary ranking algorithm, the transaction notary
group and verification notary group are elected based on parameters such as the
node’s historical transaction records, message response time, and mortgage margin
size to complete cross-chain transactions. On the one hand, it increases the probability
of electing honest nodes, while ensuring the randomness of the election.

• Decentralized threshold signature algorithm is used to ensure the robustness and
privacy of the transaction notary group and verification notary group in the signing
and verification process.

• The protocol divides the entire transaction process into three stages: pre-transaction
stage, formal transaction stage, and confirmation stage. The verification notary group
is responsible for monitoring and verifying the entire transaction, while the transaction
notary group is responsible for accurate execution of the transaction process, meeting
the consistency and atomicity requirements of cross-chain transactions.

• The verification and monitoring work is separated from the specific transaction work
throughout the cross-chain transaction process, which ensures the transaction speed
of the system while effectively improving the security of the entire system.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 1, Introduction, introduces the
back ground information of blockchain cross-chain technology; Section 2, Related Work,
discusses and compares cross-chain protocols in the field of blockchain cross-chain over
the past three years; Section 3, Preliminary Knowledge, introduces the improved PageRank
ranking algorithm and the decentralized threshold digital signature algorithm; Section 4,
Methodology, introduces the model of the three-phase cross-chain protocol and the three
phases of protocol cross-chain transactions; Section 5, Performance Analysis, conducts
security, experimental, and comparative analysis of the three-stage cross-chain protocol;
Section 6, Conclusions.

2. Related Work

In recent years, with the significant increase of scholars’ research in the field of
blockchain interoperability and the continuous improvement of cross-chain technology,
a series of cross-chain protocols have been proposed to provide cross-chain standards
and processes. Cross-chain protocols rely on cross-chain mechanisms to define a series of
communication data formats, interface specifications, and cross-chain processes to achieve
communication and interaction between homogeneous or heterogeneous blockchains and
achieve cross-chain transaction synchronization. This article summarizes the relevant
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literature on cross-chain protocols over the past three years. Cross-chain protocols based
on hash locking require that when the sender transfers funds, the receiver can accept the
funds within a specific time to ensure the atomicity of cross-chain asset exchange. Although
this type of cross-chain protocol optimizes the trading environment and enhances trans-
action security, it often faces drawbacks such as high transaction costs, long transaction
times, and limited application scenarios [18–24]. Therefore, it is not suitable for large-scale
applications. For example, literature [18] creates a new cryptographic primitive AVTC
(Attribute Verifiable Timed Commitment) to execute the transaction process of atomic
exchange, reducing the time for both parties to complete the transaction, but increasing
the transaction costs for both parties; literature [20] improves the security of transactions
for both parties through insurance fees, but also increases the transaction costs for both
parties; literature [24] requires seamless exchange of assets between different blockchains
in a secure network environment, which cannot be achieved in a normal environment.

In cross-chain protocols based on sidechain/relay mechanism, a series of interaction
standards between parallel chains and relay chains are defined, including interaction ports,
Certification models, transaction methods, routing information, and other components, in
order to achieve trusted interaction between different blockchains. This approach has rich
functionality and broad application scenarios [25–29], but the downside is that the overall
network communication overhead is high and most remain in the experimental stage, with
some distance from large-scale usage. For example, literature [27] has strong scalability, but
the effectiveness of the protocol model needs further verification.; literature [28] supports
homogenous and heterogeneous chain transactions, with portability and no restriction
on cryptocurrency type, but the transaction costs are high, and it cannot currently be
implemented on the Ethereum mainnet.

Cross-chain protocols based on notary mechanisms are in conflict with the decen-
tralized characteristics of blockchain technology. Therefore, this category of cross-chain
protocols mainly focuses on optimizing and improving cross-chain technology based on no-
tary mechanisms [30–33], reducing reliance on individual nodes or individual blockchains,
and making the entire interaction network more secure and efficient. For example, liter-
ature [30] collects data and converts it into a unified data format through a committee
composed of multiple notary nodes, achieving information exchange between different
blockchains; literature [33] is responsible for locking and redeeming assets through a
third-party insurance library. In summary, trusted third-party notaries play the role of
both validator and regulator in the cross-chain interaction process. Therefore, the notary
mechanism has the advantages of fast transaction speed and low implementation difficulty.
If the traditional notary mechanism can be broken through, the mode of electing a single
node to be responsible for the entire cross-chain transaction process can be canceled and
the dependence on a single node can be eliminated, which can make the entire cross-chain
protocol have the advantages of fast transaction speed and easy implementation, while
reducing centralization risk.

3. Preliminary Knowledge
3.1. PageRank Notary Ranking Algorithm

PageRank ranking algorithm is a method used by Google to evaluate the importance
of web pages. It recursively calculates the link relationships between web pages, generates
a web page weight vector, and sorts the web pages based on the size of the weight vector.
The higher the PageRank value, the more important the web page is. The protocol mainly
improves the election strategy by introducing parameters such as the historical transaction
records of nodes, message response time, the size of the notary’s pledged margin, and eval-
uations from other notary nodes. The corresponding weights are then assigned according
to their importance. Table 1 lists the properties of each parameter.
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Table 1. Parameter attribute list information.

Parameter Name Weight Specific Information
PR(n)
L(n)

0.5 Evaluation value of node n towards other nodes

α 0.2 Average response time
β 0.2 Percentage of margin
γ 0.1 Historical completed trading volume

PR(n)
L(n) represents the evaluation value of node n towards other nodes, specifically,

whether there exists a trust relationship between them. This is the foundation of trust for
the entire notary group. If two nodes have a trust relationship, they can evaluate each
other and assign corresponding evaluation values. This trust relationship can be obtained
through joint participation in completing a transaction. The more such relationships a node
has, the higher its credit value and the more trustworthy it is. Therefore, this parameter
occupies half of the weight; The faster a node responds to messages and the more various
forms of information it forwards, the stronger its ability to process transactions. The
indicator α of the average response time reflects this ability. The higher the value of α,
the better the performance of the node in handling transactions; When each node joins
the notary group, it will transfer a deposit to the margin pool. The higher the deposit,
the greater the cost the node has to bear after misconduct. As a result, the probability
of misconduct is greatly reduced. Therefore, the more deposit is pledged, the higher the
margin ratio indicator β; The more transactions a node participates in and completes, the
larger the historical completed trading volume indicator γ. To balance the number of
transactions of newly added nodes, the weight of this part is 0.1.

Here are the specific calculation steps: First, N is the number of notary nodes in the
notary group, and m represents the participants. The average response time indicator
α of node mi(i = 1, 2 . . . N) is inversely proportional to the average response time t of
the node. The shorter the average response time t, the larger the value of α. The total
value of the average response time of all notary nodes is T = ∑n

i=1
1
ti

, then the final average
response time indicator of node mi is α = 0.2( 1

tiT
); Next, the total amount of deposit for

all notary nodes in the notary group is calculated as D = ∑n
i=1di, and the deposit ratio

indicator of node mi is β = 0.2( di
D ); Finally, the total number of historical transactions of all

notary nodes is calculated as H = ∑n
i=1hi, and the historical completed transaction volume

indicator of node mi is γ = 0.1( hi
H ). The improved PageRank algorithm is as follows:

R(m) =
1−d

N
+d×(0.5∑n∈V

PR(n)
L(n)

+ α + β + γ).

PR(m) represents the credit value that node m ultimately obtains; d is the damping
coefficient, which is defined as 0.85 here; N represents the number of nodes in the notary
group; V represents the incoming set of nodes m; PR(n) represents the credit value of node
n; L(n) represents the number of nodes that node n evaluates.

3.2. Decentralized Threshold Digital Signature Algorithm

In threshold digital signature, the key is allocated to multiple people for management
by using threshold technology, so that k or more participants are required to participate
in signing for it to be effective, thus ensuring the security of the signature. This protocol
adopts a decentralized threshold digital signature algorithm, which uses interpolation
polynomials to split, distribute, and recover the key, allowing each participant to complete
the digital signature work without revealing their key information. The signature algorithm
is as follows: In the initialization phase, assume that q is a large prime number and n is
the number of participants. Each participant Pi(i = 1, 2 . . . n) has a key siεGF(q), where
GF(q) is a finite field with characteristic prime number q. All participants share a master
key s = ∑n

i=1si.
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In the key distribution phase, each participant Pi picks a k− 1 degree polynomial
fi(x) such that si = fi(0). Pi computes mij = fi(j), j = 1, 2 . . . n and sends the resulting
security key mij to the other participants Pj. Finally, participant Pi computes mi = ∑n

i=1mji
after receiving all messages from the other participants. In the key verification phase,
all participants Pi randomly select a set of n-dimensional vectors on GF(q) denoted by
(a1, a2 . . . an). Each participant Pi publishes vi = ∑n

j=1ajmji, and all participants jointly
compute the interpolation polynomial fv(x) passing through all the points (i, vi), i =
1, 2 . . . n. If the polynomial fv(x) is a k− 1 degree polynomial, then the sub-keys of all
participants are valid; otherwise, there is cheating by one or more participants. In the key
recovery phase, any k participants, it may be assumed that P1, P2 . . . Pk can be used to
recover master key s by a LaGrange interpolation formula. The specific algorithm is as
follows:

s =
k

∑
i=1

mi

k

∑
j=1,j 6=i

−j
i− j

.

4. Methodology
4.1. System Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, the main body of the three-stage cross-chain protocol consists
of three parts: the origination chain, the target chain, and the notary group. The origination
chain is the blockchain on which the initiator initiates the cross-chain transaction, the target
chain is the blockchain where the recipient of the cross-chain transaction is located, and the
notary group is a cluster of notary nodes composed of many nodes. The transaction notary
group and the validation notary group can be elected through the group of notary nodes to
complete the cross-chain transaction, and each node in the notary group has accounts on
both the origination chain and the target chain.
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4.1.1. Management of the Notary Group

The management of the notary group consists of three main parts: the join of the notary
group, the exit of the notary group, and the election of the transaction and verification
notary group. As shown in Figure 1, the notary group consists of two parts, the set of
notary nodes and the margin pledged by the notary nodes. The set of notary nodes from
which the transaction notary group and the verification notary group will be elected during
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the transaction process. The margin is a margin pledged by the node to join the notary
group to prevent the current node from disruption and is returned to the node when it
withdraws from the notary group.

1. Join the notary group;

Nodes applying to join the notary group must have accounts in both the originating
chain and the target chain. The new node first needs to pay a certain margin to the notary
group, specifically to the escrow accounts of the initiating chain and the receiving chain,
respectively. Secondly, it needs to be verified by the members of the notary group. Once
verified, they can join the notary group and their credit value will be 1−d

N . The notary group
is open to all nodes and the joining process is simple, any node that meets the requirements
can join the notary group and participate in cross-chain transactions.

2. Exit from the notary group;

For a notary node to exit the notary group, it needs to apply to the group and be
verified by other nodes. Once verified, the node can exit the transaction, and the margin
pledged will be returned to the node within a specified time period. There are two types of
notary group exits:

Normal exit: To exit the notary group, a member must complete all transactions and
be verified by other members within the group. Once verified, the member can exit the
notary group and reclaim the margin pledged.

Abnormal exit: If a notary node applies to exit the notary group while there are
ongoing transactions, it cannot exit the group until all transactions are completed. Once the
transactions are completed and verified by other nodes, the notary node can exit the notary
group and reclaim its margin pledged. If a member exhibits malicious behavior, their
margin pledged will be confiscated, and the member will be kicked out of the notary group.
The malicious behavior will also be broadcasted, and the member will be permanently
banned from joining any notary group.

3. Transaction and verification of the election of the notary group;

The improved PageRank algorithm is used to update the credit scores of existing
notary nodes in the notary group within a certain period of time. Firstly, the notary group
sends contract information to each notary node and broadcasts the system’s temporary
public key and address information. After receiving the signal, each notary node encrypted
the evaluation data with the system public key and encrypted and signed it with its own
private key, and then broadcast it to the network. The notary group collects the encrypted
data from each node, decrypts them, and forms a trust relationship graph for this session.
Secondly, using metrics such as average response time, historical transaction records,
and margin ratios, the credit scores of each node during a certain period are calculated
holistically. Finally, the transaction notary group and the verification notary group are
randomly selected, with higher credit scores resulting in a greater chance of being selected.

4.1.2. The Three Stages of Cross-Chain Transaction

In the cross-chain transaction process, the protocol divides the transaction into three
stages, namely the pre-transaction stage, transaction stage, and confirmation stage. Firstly,
in the pre-transaction stage, the origination chain broadcasts the transaction form, confirms
the transaction object, and elects the transaction notary group and the verification notary
group as trusted third parties for this transaction. Secondly, in the transaction stage,
the buyer and seller complete the cross-chain transaction through the workflow of the
transaction notary group based on the protocol, including verifying billing data, locking
and releasing assets, and so on. Finally, in the confirmation stage, the verification notary
group is responsible for supervising and verifying the entire transaction, and after the
transaction stage, it is responsible for the final confirmation of the transaction.
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4.2. Three-Stages Cross-Chain Protocol

Based on the model above, this section describes in detail the specific transaction flow
of the three-stage cross-chain protocol based on the notary group. To better demonstrate
the principle of the three-stage cross-chain protocol, Table 2 uniformly shows the list of
relevant attributes.

Table 2. List of protocol-related attributes.

Attribute Name Identification

Originator Account IDS
Recipient Account IDR

Notary Group Accounts IDNG
Transaction the accounts of the notary group IDTNG
Verification the accounts of the notary group IDVNG

Signature of initiator SigS
Signature of the recipient SigR

Transaction of notary team signatures SigTNG
Verification of notary team signatures SigVNG

Related Form Information TX

4.2.1. Pre-Transaction Stage

The pre-transaction stage prepares for the formal transaction stage. As shown in
Figure 2 and Algorithm 1, the initiator initiates a cross-chain transaction request TX1 and
broadcasts it to the transaction network. The notary nodes in the notary group listen
to the network information and initiate the form TX2 to notify the receiver to process
the cross-chain transaction. The recipient chooses whether to agree to this transaction
according to the need and gives the transaction receipt TX3. The notary group makes a
judgment after obtaining the transaction receipt. If the receiver rejects the transaction,
the notary group will forward the receipt TX4 to directly notify the initiator and end the
cross-chain transaction. If the receiver agrees to the transaction, the notary group will elect
the transaction notary group TNG and the verification notary group VNG by the Improved
PageRank sorting algorithm.
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The verification notary group VNG will be used as an example to explain the applica-
tion of decentralized threshold key in the transaction process. After electing the transaction
notary group, each node in the notary group generates a key ki, and together they form the
master key k = ∑n

i=1ki. Firstly, each node selects an m− 1 degree polynomial fi(x) and
sets ki = fi(0). At the same time, each node calculates mij = fi(j), j = 1, 2 . . . n, and sends
mij to other nodes in the notary group. Secondly, each node calculates mi = ∑n

i=1mji after
receiving all information sent by other participants and prepares for signature verification
and key recovery. Since these operations are all performed offline, they will not affect
the overall transaction time of the cross-chain transaction. Lastly, the elected transaction
notary group TNG and verification notary group VNG information will be sent to both
parties, thus ending the pre-transaction stage and preparing for the formal transaction.

Algorithm 1. Pre-transaction stage algorithm

Input: TX; IDS; IDR; IDN G; SigS; SigR
Output: ListT N G, ListV N G//The list of trading notary group and validate
notary group
1: function PREPAIRTRANSAction(TX, IDS, IDR, IDN G, SigS, SigR)
2: S. LaunchTX1(IDS, SigS)
3: NG. LaunchTX2(TX1, IDS, IDR)
4: R. LaunchTX3(TX2, IDR, SIGR)
5: if TX.CheckContent(TX3 == true) then
6: ListN G←InsertList(IDN G)
7: SelectTNG(ListT N G, ListN G)
8: SelectVNG(ListV N G, ListN G) else
9: SendTransaction (TX4)
10: break
11: end if
12: return ListT N G, ListV N G
13: end function

4.2.2. Transaction Stage

The transaction stage is the official transaction stage. As shown in Figure 3 and
Algorithm 2, the initiating party transfers the transaction funds to the account of the
transaction notary group and sends the transaction credentials TX5 to the account of the
Verification notary group. The transaction notary group retransmissions the transaction
request TX6. After the receiver obtains the transfer information, it also transfers the funds
into the account of the transaction notary group and sends the transaction certificate TX7 to
the verification notary group.

The verification notary group verifies the transaction certificates of both parties, and if
there are no errors, it initiates a form for the transaction notary group to release the escrowed
funds. At this time, the verification notary group needs to restore the main key for signature,
which is k = ∑k

i=1mi∑k
j=1,j 6=i

−j
i−j . The verification notary group also needs to verify the

main key after restoration. As long as more than two-thirds of the nodes in the notary group
are honest nodes, the main key can be restored, and the transaction can continue. After the
end of the transaction, the notary group will screen and identify malicious nodes. If the
main key is restored correctly, digital signatures can be made. Otherwise, the transaction
will be terminated, malicious nodes will be screened and removed, and the transaction will
be re-initiated. After receiving the form information, the transaction notary group uses
public key information to verify the digital signature and release the locked funds on both
chains if the signature is correct.
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Algorithm 2. Formal transaction stage algorithm

Input: TX; IDS; IDR; IDT N G; IDT N G
Output: List

1: function FORMALTRANSAction(TX, IDS, IDR, IDT N G, IDT N G)
2: S.lockList(TX5; IDS)
3: VNG.ForwordList(TX6, IDV N G)
4: S.lockList(TX7; IDR)
5: if TX.checkContent(TX7 == true) then
6: ReleaseTNG(IDS, IDR, IDT N G, IDT N G)
7: else
8: SendTransaction(0)//
9: break
10: end if
11: return ListT N G, ListV N G
12: end function

4.2.3. Confirmation Stage

At the end of the transaction stage, to ensure that the transaction notary group
has transferred the escrow funds to the account addresses of both buyers and sellers,
it is necessary to verify that the notary group has confirmed the final transaction sta-
tus. As shown in Figure 4 and Algorithm 3, the verification notary group in the no-
tary group will monitor the final transaction results of the two trading parties on the
two chains in real time to ensure that all the data of this transaction are successfully
uploaded to the chain, and after confirming that the funds have been accurately trans-
ferred to the target account, the final transaction bill data will be generated to record
the participants and execution process of this cross-chain transaction. Finally, all the
data information will be safely backed up, the cross-chain transaction is now complete.
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Algorithm 3. Confair transaction stage algorithm

Input: TX; IDS; IDR; IDT N G; IDV N G
Output: List
1: function CONFAIRTRANSAction(TX, IDS, IDR, IDT N G, IDV N G)
2: VNG.MonitorList(IDS, IDR)
3: if TX.CheckContent(TX == TRUE) then//TX is the feedback information
4: VNGbbackupList()
5: else
6: SendTransaction(0)
7: break
8: end if
9: return List
10: end function
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5. Performance Analysis
5.1. Security Analysis

In the process of cross-chain transactions, it will face many types of network attacks,
mainly including Byzantine node attacks, brute force attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks,
and privilege escalation, which cause serious damage to the system. The biggest threat
comes from Byzantine node attacks, which mainly refer to the presence of malicious
nodes in the network that can compromise the security of the entire system by tampering,
forging, or denying messages. For example, malicious nodes may tamper with form data,
causing the data received by a node to be unreliable; they may impersonate other nodes
to steal key information and gain undue benefits. To address the issues mentioned above,
the protocol adopts strict identity verification procedures and a decentralized threshold
signature algorithm to ensure system security. First of all, a newly added notary node
must provide valid proof documents and pledge a certain amount of security deposit
to the notary node pool and can only become a notary after verification by other notary
nodes. These measures initially ensure the legitimacy of the new node’s identity. On the
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other hand, the protocol adopts a decentralized threshold signature algorithm that requires
multiple notary nodes to complete the signature process together. Malicious behavior by
attackers will be detected by the algorithm’s validation model and subsequently rejected
and excluded by other nodes, thus preventing significant impact on the entire system.

In a decentralized threshold signature algorithm, each participant has their own
subkey si. During the signature process, a certain number of participants are required to
recover the complete master key s = ∑n

i=1si before the signature can be generated. This
prevents fraudulent behavior by individual or a minority of nodes. In the key verification
phase, all participants randomly select a set of n dimensional vector ai = (a1, a2 . . . an)
and then calculate the product of vector ai and the message mi sent by other participants,
denoted as vi. Afterwards, vi is announced to other participants to ensure that each
participant’s polynomial coefficients fi(x) are not leaked. Finally, all participants jointly
calculate the interpolation polynomial fv(x) at point (i, vi). By determining whether fv(x)
is a k− 1 degree polynomial, fraudulent behavior can be detected. If an attacker wants to
break the encryption algorithm, it must obtain all participants’ polynomial coefficients fi(x)
and random vector ai to reconstruct the original key. However, in this encryption scheme,
the security of the polynomial fi(x) depends on the difficulty of solving polynomials, so
we set the degree k of the polynomial very high, making it almost impossible for attackers
to crack it. Additionally, the random vector ai are randomly generated and unpredictable,
so attackers cannot directly guess or try brute-force attacks on the polynomial coefficients
and random vector. If an attacker attempts to impersonate a participant in a man-in-the-
middle attack, during the key verification phase, it is necessary to multiply the random
vector ai with the information mi sent by other participants, and then publish the resulting
value vi. In this way, the attacker cannot tamper with the data without knowing the
vector information of the other participants. If the attacker sends incorrect data directly,
other participants will generate errors in computing the shared interpolation polynomial
fv(x), thereby detecting the presence of attacker interference. Therefore, in this case, a
man-in-the-middle attack is ineffective.

The core defense against the malicious behavior of attackers mentioned above is
to verify whether the polynomial f(x) is a k− 1 degree polynomial. The following is
a discussion on its verification principle. Firstly, in the discussion of Section 3.2, we
learned that f(x) = ∑n

i=1fi(x). Then, fv(x) is an interpolation polynomial on the points
(i, vi), i = 1, 2 . . . n, and vi = fv(i). Because vi = ∑n

j=1ajmji and mji = fj(i), we can
obtain vi = ∑n

j=1ajfj(i). Let h(x) = ∑n
i=1aifi(x), we can get vi = h(i), i = 1, 2 . . . n. Since

the degree of fv(x) is less than or equal to n− 1, according to vi = fv(i)= h(i), we can
conclude that fv(x) = h(x) = ∑n

i=1aifi(x). Next, we need to be proven that whenever
the degrees of both fv(x) and f(x) are equal to k− 1. Assuming there exists a k degree
polynomial in fi(x), i = 1, 2 . . . n, wi represents the coefficient of xk in fi(x). When the
degree of fi(x) is k− 1, wi = 0. Since fi(x) is a k− 1 degree polynomial if and only if
∑n

i=1aiwi = 0. It is worth noting that since the vector (a1, a2 . . . an) is randomly generated
by the participants, the probability of the equation ∑n

i=1aiwi = 0 being satisfied is only 1
q ,

where q is a sufficiently large prime number. Therefore, as q gets larger, this probability
becomes increasingly small and can be ignored. Hence, we have proven that when fv(x) is
a k− 1 degree polynomial, the degrees of all fi(x), i = 1, 2 . . . n are also equal to

. Furthermore, since f(x) = ∑n
i=1fi(x), it follows that the degree of f(x) is also k− 1.

In conclusion, we have shown that the participants can verify the validity of the subkeys
by computing f(x). During the verification process, the information that participants
disclose is the vector (a1, a2 . . . an) and the polynomial fv(x) = ∑n

i=1aifi(x). By using the
linearity property, it can be shown that no subkey or valid key information can be obtained
from (a1, a2 . . . an) and the polynomial fv(x) = ∑n

i=1aifi(x)). Therefore, our scheme is
unconditionally secure.
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5.2. Experimental Analysis

The simulation experiment environment of this scheme is hosted on a machine with
an Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-5500U CPU @ 2.40 GHz processor, 8 GB RAM running Windows
10. The blockchain is built on an Ubuntu on Windows virtual machine with the same
configuration as the host machine. The built blockchain is a Fisco Bcos alliance chain with
a single group of fifty nodes, version 2.8.0, and both blockchains are configured similarly.

5.2.1. Improved Notary Ranking Algorithm Election Effect

This experiment was conducted on a blockchain, and 50 nodes on the chain were
selected to form a notary group to validate the effectiveness of the original PageRank
algorithm and the improved algorithm. The experiment begins, by initializing the trust re-
lationships of each node and assigning a number to each node, forming a node relationship
graph. Among them, nodes numbered from 1 to 10 have more trust relationships, while
the remaining 40 nodes have fewer trust relationships. It is worth noting that the last three
nodes, numbered 48, 49, and 50, do not have any trust relationships, indicating that they
are new nodes added to the notary group. Then, each node is initialized and assigned,
at this time the credit value of each node is 1/50. Afterward, iterations are performed,
during which new trust relationships are randomly established based on the credit value of
each node (nodes with higher reputation scores have a higher probability of being selected
and will, therefore, establish more trust relationships). Eventually, each node will have a
relatively stable credit value.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 5. In the verification of the original
PageRank algorithm, nodes numbered 1 to 10 have more trust relationships, and their credit
values increase slightly with each iteration, while the other 40 nodes have a decreasing
credit value for each iteration due to the lack of trust relationships. Therefore, after multiple
iterations, the credit value of all nodes tends to stabilize, with the top 10 nodes having a
much higher value than the others, resulting in a significant difference between them. It is
worth noting that the last three newly added nodes, due to the lack of trust relationships,
have a very little chance of being selected regardless of their effectiveness, and cannot
establish trust relationships with other nodes, resulting in their credit values remaining very
low. It can be seen from this that the original PageRank algorithm is not very friendly to
newly added nodes, and it is difficult for their credit values to increase. On the contrary, if
a node joins the group of notaries early on and establishes more trust relationships, its final
credit value will be high, and it will have a greater chance of being selected to participate
in transactions. This also means that the entire transaction power will be concentrated on
older nodes, increasing the risk of centralization.
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Later on, the improved PageRank algorithm was further validated in experiments. For
this algorithm, additional parameters were added such as average response time, deposit
ratio, and historical completed transaction volume to enhance the evaluation system for
credit value. After multiple iterations, the credit value for each node tends to stabilize. The
improved algorithm shows a more stable characteristic compared to the original algorithm,
resulting in a significant reduction in the gap between the final credit value of the first
10 nodes and the other 40 common nodes. The overall credit value of the first 10 nodes
has reduced by around 40%, while the overall credit value of other common nodes has
increased by around 90%. It is noteworthy that after multiple iterations, the credit value
of newly added nodes in the improved algorithm has increased by more than double.
Particularly, the final credit value of the last node has significantly increased, reaching the
average level of the old nodes, especially when its three parameter values are assigned
high values. It can be concluded that after the algorithm improvement, the credit value
evaluation of each node pair is more comprehensive and complete, and the problem of
a few nodes having excessively high credit values will not occur. At the same time, the
improved algorithm is friendly to new nodes, and the credit value of newly added nodes
will gradually increase, thus increasing the chances of being selected to participate in
transactions gradually. This effectively avoids the concentration of transaction rights in
a few old nodes, reduces centralization risks, and makes the entire cross-chain trading
system more secure and reliable.

5.2.2. Transaction Time and Transaction Success Rate

In this experiment, a total of 100 cross-chain transaction requests are initiated. As
shown in Table 3, when all nodes in the notary group are honest, the average time for
cross-chain transactions using this protocol is about 7.4 s. The first phase takes a shorter
time because all operations are performed off-chain, with an average time of 0.66 s. The
second stage requires a transaction to be completed on both chains, and the total time
from initiating the transaction to the notary group releasing the funds is 4.65 s. The third
stage takes 2.08 s from the release of funds by the notary group to the confirmation of the
completion of the transaction by the verification notary group. In the case of traditional
single-node notaries, the average time consumed by a cross-chain transaction is 7.1 s, and
the average difference in transaction time between the two is about 0.3 s. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the impact of the protocol on transaction time can be neglected.

Table 3. Average time spent in each stage.

Stage Name Time Consumption

Pre-transaction stage 0.658219
Transaction Stage 4.652597

Confirmation stage 2.082395
Total 7.393211

Meanwhile, this experiment also tested the overall efficiency of the system when there
are malicious nodes in the network. The experiment calculated the cross-chain transaction
time under different percentages of malicious notaries in the notary group, namely 5%,
10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%. The experimental results are shown in Figures 6 and 7, in the
case of a single-node notary mode, as the number of malicious nodes increases, the overall
efficiency of cross-chain transactions is gradually decreasing. This is mainly because the
election of malicious nodes can cause the transaction to fail, and failed transactions will be
re-initiated in the system. Therefore, as the percentage of malicious notaries in the notary
group increases, the success rate of transactions will gradually decrease, and the average
transaction time will gradually increase. In the three-stage cross-chain protocol, as long
as the number of malicious nodes in the elected notary group does not exceed one-third,
it will not have a significant impact on the overall transaction time and success rate. This
is mainly because during the transaction process, the protocol separates transaction and
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verification, and both transaction and verification are carried out through the transaction
notary group and the verification notary group. Even if multiple nodes act maliciously, the
main key can still be successfully restored during the decentralized threshold signature
verification process, ensuring the effective guarantee of transaction success rate. However,
If the number of malicious nodes in the transaction notary group exceeds one-third, the
advantage of the protocol will be lost. This will cause a decrease in the success rate and
an increase in the average transaction time. In summary, the overall performance of the
three-stage cross-chain protocol is higher than that of the traditional single-node notary
model, and it has a stronger ability to resist malicious attacks.
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5.2.3. Comparative Analysis

In this article, the evaluation indicators for cross-chain protocols mainly include
reliability, privacy, scalability, and regulatory ability, among others. Reliability refers to the
stability of the system before and after the transaction is executed. It represents whether
the protocol can detect malicious behavior during the transaction process and ensure the
safety of users’ funds in the event of an attack; Privacy refers to whether the mechanism
for hiding cross-chain transaction information and identity is well-developed; Scalability
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refers to the number of blockchain systems that the transaction network can support and
whether it supports transactions between heterogeneous chains; Regulatory ability refers
to whether the protocol has a regulatory model and supports identity authentication. This
section will compare and analyze the three-stage cross-chain protocol and other cross-chain
protocols based on the notary mechanism from seven aspects: reliability, privacy, scalability,
regulatory ability, cross-chain type (HO represents homogeneous chain and HE represents
heterogeneous chain), and the advantages and disadvantages of the protocol. The specific
analysis results are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. Comparative analysis results of the protocol.

Protocol Name Reliability Privacy Scalability Regulatory Ability Type

PCRM [30] high low medium low HO, HE

CCCES [31] high low high low HO, HE

DeXTT [32] medium low medium low HO

XCLAIM [33] high low high low HO

Three-stage high medium medium medium HO

Table 5. Comparative analysis results of protocol advantages and disadvantages.

Protocol Name Advantages Disadvantages

PCRM [30] Fast verification of cross-chain access
to information High latency in unstable network conditions.

CCCES [31] High portability and high usability Low privacy

DeXTT [32] Low transaction costs Limited application scenarios

XCLAIM [33] Meet the atomicity of the transaction On-chain tokens only meet specific smart
contract requirements

Three-stage Multi trusted nodes and High security High requirements on computing resources

From Tables 4 and 5, it can be concluded that in the aspect of reliability, the decen-
tralized threshold signature algorithm can timely detect malicious attacks and thereby
the malicious nodes will be rejected and excluded by other nodes, which will not cause
significant damage to the entire system. Therefore, the three-stage cross-chain protocol has
high reliability; In the aspect of privacy, the three-stage cross-chain protocol eliminates the
reliance on a single trusted node but is not fully decentralized, thus the privacy level is
medium; In the aspect of scalability, the three-stage cross-chain protocol divides transac-
tions into three stages that are executed in order. The notary nodes in the new blockchain
can conduct cross-chain transactions as long as they have accounts on other chains. On the
other hand, this protocol currently does not support transactions on heterogeneous chains,
so the scalability level is medium.

In the aspect of the regulatory ability, the verification model of the three-stage cross-
chain protocol is the verification notary group. On the other hand, the protocol is responsi-
ble for data security and reliability through the decentralized threshold signature algorithm.
When a malicious node attempts to impersonate a notary node for participation in transac-
tions, the decentralized threshold signature algorithm can determine that the malicious
node is a forgery by computing polynomial counts during the key verification stage, thus
achieving some degree of identity authentication. Therefore, the level of regulatory ability
is medium. In the aspect of cross-chain type, the experimental results of the three-stage
cross-chain protocol demonstrate its support for cross-chain transactions on homogeneous
chains. The advantage of the three-stage cross-chain protocol is that it eliminates the trust
in a single trusted node, avoiding centralization issues. The disadvantage is that the decen-
tralized threshold signature algorithm requires more computing resources when verifying
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the main key information. In summary, the overall metrics of the three-stage cross-chain
protocol based on the notary node group are higher than those of other protocols.

6. Conclusions

This article proposes a three-stage cross-chain protocol based on a notary group, which
effectively solves the problem of relying on single-trust nodes in the notary mechanism
and achieves more efficient and cost-effective cross-chain interaction. In the protocol, an
improved PageRank sorting algorithm is used to elect the notary group, and each node’s
performance is evaluated from multiple dimensions. Compared with the original PageRank
algorithm, the new algorithm reduces the credit value of central nodes by about 40% and
increases the final credit value of ordinary nodes by about 90%, avoiding centralized
transactions and reducing centralization risks. The notary nodes elected by the protocol
will be divided into transaction notary groups and validation notary groups. Transaction
notary groups are responsible for the accurate execution of transaction processes, while
validation notary groups are responsible for the security and reliability of transactions. Both
groups are validated using decentralized threshold digital signature algorithms, which
can resist malicious attacks by one or a small number of nodes, showing the advantages
of fast transaction speed and high security. At the same time, the protocol divides cross-
chain transactions into three stages, and each stage progresses according to the protocol
requirements to ensure trusted cross-chain interaction and achieve cross-chain transaction
synchronization. Experimental results show that as long as the number of malicious
nodes in the notary group does not exceed one-third, the three-stage cross-chain protocol
can effectively ensure the security of cross-chain transactions, and the success rate of
transactions remains above 95%, basically solving the centralization problem. In the next
phase, we will further optimize the protocol model from the perspective of storage efficiency
and reduce computational consumption during transaction verification.
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